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Abstract
This article identifies concept of women beautification in psychological perspective. The paper aims to study design and spatial relationship in health and beauty treatment by blending modern settings. Some women report that beautification is an argentic and assertive act whereas other fined beautification to be oppressive and disempowering. I found that women demonstrated higher psychological assertiveness after beautifying their appearance and that high sexual motivation mediated the effect of beautification on assertive behaviour. All effects were independent of positive effect. The psychological effects of women appearance enhancing behaviours on assertiveness by providing evidence that beautification may positively effects assertiveness in women under some circumstances. Allah is beautiful and He loves beauty. There is no doubt that in Islam, beauty is a very important characteristic but also a quality of the body and heart. In a world where the criteria of beauty seem to change from year to year according to trends and people nothing like a homecoming. This article identifies the concept of women’s hair beautification in the frame world of Islam. This research paper raises a very important question to ponder upon: What are the permissible ways of women’s beautification in Islam? The article beautification of women and its concept in the main sources of Islam. Quran verses and Prophet's Saying Hadith/Sunnah, in addition to the opinions saying of Islamic scholars. Written as a narrative literature review.
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**Introduction**

The human condition has a special place in psychology. Of course, it has an effect on a person's personality and the performance takes place accordingly. By looking at the condition of any human being, his inner condition can be easily ascertained. Her body, dress, thoughts, speech and lifestyle reflect her mental and spiritual condition. As a nation, Muslims as a whole have fallen victim to this. The bad effects of which have ruined their character and actions. Therefore, Muslims today are considered lazy, sluggish, careless, irresponsible, traitors and those who stay away from cleanliness. There are various reasons for this. The most important of which is that Muslims have been in slavery to the British for a long time and have been with the Hindu nation for many years. Both have had a significant impact on our civilization and culture and unfortunately we have been exposed to a mixture of obscenity and nudity and Hindu ideas from the West.

**The meaning of adornment**

In addition to Persian, Urdu, Arabic and English language to convey the meaning of decoration.

- The words Human Beautification and Human Fashion are used.
- The meanings of Human Beautification are beautifully defined in the Oxford English Dictionary:
  "Beautification: (bu: tifike: fen): beautify; The action of beautifying; embellishment, adornment " *(1)*
- The Concise Oxford Dictionary states:
  "Beautify (bu) v.t. Make beautiful, adorn, hence fication." *(2)*
  So human beautification means human adornment and human adornment.
- The Oxford Encyclopedia Dictionary defines human fashion as:
  "Fashion: (-shon) n 1: Make, Shape, Style, Pattern, Maker; 2: Prevailing Custom esp in dress, the made of dress speech, etc; adopted in society for time being." *(3)*
- So, according to Human Fashion, to adorn and beautify the human personality according to one's own tradition.

**What is meant by beauty in the light of Qur'an?**

Islam has completely guided the human condition. Through which we people can also look happy clothes. And also a fully civilized nation. Allah says:

```
﴾لَقَدْ خَلَقْنَا الْنَّاسَ فِي أَحْسَنِ تَقْوِيمٍ﴿
```

We created man in a very good way.

---


*4* Surah At-Tin: 4
There is no negative distinction. Islam requires cleanliness before decoration. In spite of Allah's command and your support, we have blindly adopted Western civilization. And he did not bother to notice that the good families there themselves disliked this dress and lifestyle. Therefore, even in Europe, women and girls who wear nude clothes are considered to be naughty and ugly. And everyone knows. That such women or girls go out in search of prey. But our Muslim women and girls
It has been adopted as a fashion. And justifying the heat, they started wearing clothes that are so thin. That the sun's rays and the light of the vehicles are enough to highlight the physical ups and downs and features. The shalwar is now being replaced by wide pajamas and jeans. And the two heads have disappeared. However, a few pieces of clothing must be hanging in its place. Whereas in Islam it is forbidden for a woman to wear such clothes. In this way, the features of the body, especially those organs which are prone to fitna, are prominent. Women dressed in such clothes are called kasiyat, ariyat (naked despite wearing clothes). As the Holy Prophet said:

> صنفان من أهل النار لم أرهما، قوم معهم سياط كأذناب البقر يضربون بها الناس، ونساء كاسيات عاريات مميلات مائلات، رؤوسهن كأسنمة البخت المائلة، لا يدخلن الجنة، ولا يجدن ريحها، وإن ريحها ليوجد من سميزة كذا وكذا!\(^1\)

There are two kinds of people in Hell whom I have not seen, one kind of people who will have whips like the tails of oxen with which they will kill people and the other kind of women. Who will be naked despite wearing clothes. They will be attracted to men and they will be attracted to men. The heads of these women will be tilted to one side like lucky camels. The fragrance can be felt from such a distance.

Her head was likened to a camel’s elbow because she would tie a pair of her hair high in the middle of her head. As is happening nowadays. And for that, regular "beauty parlors" are being set up. Most of them are men.

It is also important to adorn oneself in any way, but it is unlawful and haram in Islam to adorn oneself to such an extent that the structure created by Allah Almighty changes or causes physical pain.

This includes body tattooing, sharpening of teeth, and cosmetic surgery. Nowadays, young Muslim boys and girls get tattoos on their bodies. And perform operations to enhance the beauty of the nose, lips and breasts. In India itself, it is now an industry worth about Rs 500 crore. All these acts are haram and cause of curse. The hadith of the Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) is as follows:

"You have cursed every tattooer, the one who makes the teeth crooked and the one who makes the sharp teeth," \(^2\)

Adornment includes jewelry, make-up and perfume. And Islam has allowed women to do this, but only on the condition that it is not intended to attract men, nor to arouse their emotions, and at the same time specifies the limits of who should adorn themselves. Can be displayed and not in front of whom. But it is a strange logic of women to go around the house in the guise of a maid and when they have to go out

---

1. Muslim bin Ḥajjāj, Ṣaḥīḥ Muslim, (Dār al-Jīal, Beriūt, 1334ah), Kitab al-Labas wal-Zinna Ḥadīth No.2128
2. Ṣaḥīḥ Bukhārī, Kitāb al-Libās, Bāb al-Waṣal fī al-Sh‘r, Ḥadīth No.2395
wearing heavy jewelry, even if it adds one and a half kilos and thick make up now, go out wearing high heel sandals yajuti Even if it causes pain in the claws and back and it is difficult to walk. Examples of this can be easily seen in colleges and universities. It seems that they come not to study but to model or participate in fashion shows.

What is the psychology behind all this? What is that state of mind? It forces a woman to go out and become a walking advertisement so that she does not bring any restrictions and morals into consideration. There is only one thought behind them all. That is, self-expression and the display of one's wealth and beauty so that others may be impressed by what they see. Therefore, if the dress is worn, it is for others. Otherwise, if it is worn for covering, comfort and satisfaction, then surely it will be different from what is worn for showmanship.

Along with guidance in all these things, Islam has also made hijab obligatory. A common form of which is "Abaya" but now such changes have been made in it also. That its main purpose has been lost. Tight, tight seams. Adorned with all kinds of carvings and fringes and decorated so that man could not remain unnoticed. Anyway, nowadays it is being used for hiding identity, especially for hanging out with boyfriends in parks and cinemas. And it is usually covered under parental pressure when going out. Then, as soon as they come to the college or university, they are put in the bag, while strict promises have been made in the Qur'an and Hadith on nakedness. The strange tragedy of our society is that there are men on one side. Those who are eager to surpass women in gentleness and delicacy and beauty. On the other hand, women are girls. Who are devoting all their energy to becoming a man. Both men and women have different temperaments. And everyone has different abilities. But when a man tries to be a woman and a woman tries to be a man. So the result is manifested in the form of depravity, disorder and moral degradation and psychiatric and sexual diseases. Which has destroyed so many nations. Islam is a religion of jihad and force. And wants protection of masculinity. That is why Allah Almighty has given man a different physical constitution than woman. Therefore, it is not permissible for a man to equate himself with the clothes, ornaments and ornaments of beautiful women. The hadith of the Prophet is:

«لعن رسول الله صلى الله عليه وسلم المتشبهين من الرجال بالنساء، والمتشبهات من النساء بالرجال»

The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) cursed men who imitate women and women who imitate men.

The best platform for showcasing all these shapes is wedding ceremonies. All the people, whether men or women or girls, come here fully prepared because this is such a place. Where your wealth and beauty can be easily displayed. That too for free. Women suffering from mental and emotional infirmity and undue pride do not miss any opportunity to beautify and express their beauty. Then whether it is celebrations, going out for work or education, then just going for sightseeing and bazaar. The preparation of women has been mentioned to the extent of ill-gotten gains. The result is terrible. Rising harassment and sexual offenses against women are an alarm bell.

---

1Ṣaḥīḥ Bukhārī, Kitāb al-Libās, Bāb al-Waṣal fī al-Sh′r, Ḥadīth No.5885
Expressing his views on women's dress and sexual misconduct, Imran Khan gave an interview to foreign media and then there was a nationwide debate about the role of dress in the increasing incidents of rape. In an interview to a foreign correspondent, Imran Khan said that women's clothing has a great impact on the youth. The rise in sex crimes is also due to inappropriate and inappropriate clothing. It should be kept in mind that there is no room for such indifference in our society.

The statement sparked a debate in the media. The Liberals made a big fuss but it is a matter of course that we are all Muslims. Has ordered so that the souls of the believers may be saved from corruption and the believing women may be recognized and persecuted. He ordered the men to lower their gaze so that no one would be exposed. And the heart does not desire longing.

Today, of course, women's unveiling style and obscene clothing is causing an increase in sexual pomegranates and mental illness. Woman is man's weakness. The struggle for eternal attraction and satisfaction can force any normal man to engage in immoral appetite, whereas today there is an almost complete killing of the naked sex everywhere.

Today, our mothers and sisters have kept modesty at bay and numerous social and moral evils are becoming commonplace. Hijab and obscenity have come to be considered as fashion. Combined education of young boys and girls is violating moral values. Misuse of mobile and internet is making young boys and girls victims of sexual misconduct. Children are tarnishing their character due to psychological stress and conflict. In Islamic society, the English system is having negative effects instead of positive ones. Muslim girls are apostatizing by marrying non-Muslim boys and selling their faith at the hands of lust. The rate of apostasy is increasing. Loving parents in Western society do not pay attention to the training of their children. Instead of molding their morals and character, they take pride in imitating Western style. The result is terrible. Today's generation is not mentally healthy. Today's youth are suffering from frustration.

Nudity and nudity also cause the decline of a woman's dignity. If the society wants to see the naked body of a woman, then it is natural that the demand for her adornment will increase every day. And its exposure will increase. When a woman becomes a source of sexual attraction for the promotion of equipment. The waiting areas will be entertaining and will become a source of attraction for tourists. So its status in the society will fall like a toy or a valuable commodity. And its glorious human values will be forgotten. And her pride will be limited to her youth, beauty and showmanship. In this way, she will be transformed into a tool to satisfy the rebellious lusts of some heroic, deceptive human-like beasts. In such a society, how can a woman fulfill her moral qualities, knowledge and insights? How to get location?

It is really painful to see how much the status of women has declined in the western and western countries. Today, including our country, the situation is such that no matter how much a woman gets fame, wealth and status due to her nakedness, it is considered as a camp for unholy and unrestrained women in social media and private gatherings. These are real moving pictures of obscenity and pornography known as "artists" and "artists". Apparently, "wherever, in any party, they step in to spread filth and snatch
faith." Those responsible for this filthy environment would temporarily open their eyes to them and welcome them. But for all of them, what are the comments in their decorated party? And all these scandals and what kind of scenes people are watching on social media including YouTube. And how their honor is being auctioned all over the world is a lesson.

Today's obscenity and nakedness has made the whole society shameless and disrespectful. Today, the adornment of a woman without a body is seen coming out even from an obscene and semi-nude garment. Because he has to take care of these things. Which makes the face look beautiful, attractive and attractive. In this way she causes temptation and temptation for others. And this is one of the major causes of corruption. Due to this bad habit, shame and humiliation of a woman gradually disappears from a man.

The cause of obscenity
The publication of obscenities is a comprehensive matter. This includes adultery, slander, adultery, talk of immorality, and words and actions that lead a person to adultery. In modern times, new methods of publishing and promoting pornography have become popular. For example, love-making movies, sexually explicit and immoral songs, advertisements that have a female ghost on their minds, beauty pageants, awkward performances of women on TV, dance programs, etc. Are It is also a common practice to promote pornography and immorality through various mobile apps. Such apps have been created to promote false religion. Just like "Tik Tok", of course "Tik Tok" is also an app that has started that revolution of pornography in the world. It is now considered a necessity of life. People upload their own videos in a humorous way. Muslim boys and girls are also involved in this and commit their own acts. That would have embarrassed even the devil. It is a pity that the parents of the Muslim children who are involved in this evil do not stop them from doing this and some of them are so careless that they do not even know what their children are doing. "Tik Tok" is a stage where women come out in full bloom. And she dances and sings and does sensual gestures to keep her audience focused. Girls face the audience's fascination with boys walking and boys dressing up as girls.

Modern methods and trends of adornment
Make-up and clothing and jewelry evoke the emotions of young men. Which inflames their feelings. And psychological disorders arise. How much excitement can human emotions bear? Psychologists say that excitement always causes diseases in human beings. Especially when it is known that sexual desire, whether male or female, is the most basic human nature. Due to which many dangerous incidents and incidents are found in history. That was the basis of it. He always wanders naked in the bazaars and on the street coaches and ignites emotions. He says not to play with fire. And is this the work of wisdom? Authoritative and conclusive reports testify to the fact that since the freedom and beauty of displaying the beauty of desire has increased worldwide, the divorce rate has also increased. Dissatisfaction, anxiety and restlessness have gripped almost everyone. Because the man who falls in love. Trying to get it. Therefore, every
day man seeks a new darling. And the other one seems to be saying goodbye. Ever since beauty has become unrestrained and advertised. Lust has also broken every barrier. In the market of freedom, women are like goods. Apart from sexual intercourse, at least, there is no meaning for them in their vows. Many marriages break up very quickly like a spider's web and children lose their guardianship. No need This problem is so obvious especially in the western countries that to talk about it is to show the sun a lamp. Everyone keeps hearing about it through the media. We are not saying that the real reason for the birth of obscene and illegitimate children is the lack of hijab. We also do not say that the Western environment and wrong political issues are not effective in this. On the contrary, we are saying that nudity and nakedness are one of the effective factors and causes.

**Makeup effects**

Obscenity and the production of illegitimate children have led to an increase in oppression and bloodshed in society. In view of which the aspects of this dangerous problem become clear. According to a report, half a million babies are born illegally in England every year. Many British intellectuals have challenged government officials to threaten the country's security if this continues. (They have not challenged this on the basis of moral and religious issues, but only because the illegitimate means are a threat to the peace and order of the society. They are born with a mental illness.) The names of such persons are found in court cases, so the importance of the issue is really appreciated that those who do not even believe in religion are also troubled by this evil. Psychologists and trained intellectuals research This reflects the fact that in colleges and universities where boys and girls study together or in institutions where men and women work together and they have complete freedom, education in such institutions is less and Institutions have less work, less sense of responsibility, and more superstitions.

The pace of life is much faster due to the prevalence of education in the developed countries of the world. In our country, distance from religion and lack of education are the two reasons why life does not go its right way. And when life is full of ups and downs, man seeks escape for himself. An escape that brings relief to man, even if it is only a temporary relief. Today the media is providing a beautiful escape route. Naturally, the better the person is, the more free-spirited they will be. Because our women are so lacking in education, they have no positive work to do. Women are excluded from education due to social pressures and regional prejudices. Especially religious education is kept away. That is why it has negative consequences. Women spend their time in non-essential activities which results in many social ills.

Nowadays, TV is the center of everyone's attention. No one, from children to the elderly, is safe. Everyone is proud to watch TV. Mothers and sisters living at home spend most of their time watching TV. The manner in which our media creates and presents entertainment programs is not hidden from anyone but its negative effects we are ignoring day by day. With the passage of time, where the whole world is obsessed with modernism, our country, despite being an Islamic empire, is afflicted with this disease. The tragedy is that in the guise of this modernism, more and more fascism is
spreading in the name of enlightenment. Even if the viewer is a sane adult, he will not be exposed to the harmful effects of this innovation for a long time.

The greater the number of female fans in the media, the greater the impact on the same gender. The media is first and foremost a source of entertainment as well as a great waste of time. Advertisements that are apparently created and offered to increase sales. These advertisements are viewed in such a way that people start feeling the need for these items even though they do not want to. This thing creates a feeling in the heart so that in the greed of these things it arouses the desire to become richer. Unnecessary orders from the husband and repeated demands for their fulfillment are the result of this greed. If a person has a desire for something in his heart, then he keeps on pursuing it day and night. In case of non-fulfillment of orders, quarrels start between the spouses and in turn lead to quarrels and in some cases to beatings and divorce. Husband and wife relationship is a relationship of reconciliation and love. Unfortunately, this relationship could not escape the evil effects of this mead or so-called disaster. Everyday quarrels, stress and unhappiness affect not only the spouses but also the mental abilities of the children.

Mothers who spend a lot of time on TV dramas and movies or get lost in the stories of novels or waste their time as well as their children. The mother tries to do the same by imitating the way an ignorant and ungodly mother prepares her son for revenge or celebrates the meaningless success of her children in any movie. Such mothers are not able to give education to their children nor can they give worldly education but they cannot even instill in their children a passion for education.

Young girls who are influenced by TV, movies and music fall prey to blind imitation. Such girls do not want to look less like the heroine of a movie while going to college. The style of dress, the style of making hair, even the style of conversation is adopted by an actress. Such girls do not like to talk directly to anyone. After all, such girls are treated rudely by the elders and scolded by the younger ones. Such behavior becomes an integral part of their morals.

Inspired by the TV movie, the parents wear semi-nude clothes under the guise of coffees. The girls who will be accustomed to such outfits will surely like to wear what they are used to when they grow up. It is too late when parents realize their mistake and then there is nothing to do but regret. On TV, women are usually portrayed and a large number of men behind them are shown to be insane. The desire to attract the opposite sex and get praise goes deep into their hearts. This compliment, whether received from home or from outside, is happily accepted. Praising at home cannot be as dangerous as complimenting from outside. Because praise from outside opens the door to sexual misconduct. Sometimes man comes back to the plate from the wrong path but it has been generally observed that there is pleasure and ease in the path of sin. Man walks on this path and breathes only after being destroyed. In such situations, fear of stigma and dangerous fears lead women to commit suicide, which is a haram act.

Obscenity and adornment cannot be the same. Women invite obscenity in public under the guise of adornment which causes social, moral and economic evils in the society. Islam is a complete religion. If a person is completely dependent on religion,
then no one can live a successful and happy life. The foundation of a house is formed by the existence of a woman. If the foundation is strong then the building will be durable. It is very important to pay attention to women's education and provide suitable conditions for their development. If the mother is educated she will think about her home environment and worry about a better future for her children. If this woman is ignorant then she will be worried about the movie stories or she will look at her clothes and jewelry. She will listen to the neighbors and give less at home. Education gives awareness to man. Even in this day and age, the positive work of media cannot be denied. Only a conscious mind can distinguish between positive and negative. To be safe from the harmful effects of the media, the best solution is to make education universal and raise awareness so that people can know the difference between pornography and beauty. Because we are destroying our own nation. We have to beautify our mothers and sisters by staying within the realm of Islam. Men are responsible for the honor of their home. So how can women cross their boundaries without her permission? Today's so-called liberal open-mindedness has made society mentally ill. We need to inculcate dignity and honor in women according to our religion of Islam. If home training is correct then society will also improve.1

Toxic beauty standards harm women
Dominic Manto Staff Writer November 9:
The biggest problem in the world right now is the toxic standards of beauty. What are these toxic standards and where do they come from? Beauty standards come from society and society begins to create the concept of beauty by comparing one human being with another human being and he sets unrealistic standards. However, this is a problem why. The real reason why beauty standards are poisoned Either beautiful people seem to be worse than ugly people or some features are more attractive than others. As a woman, I understand how bad these standards can be. I used to be ashamed of how I looked, but not anymore. "

In fact, looking beautiful has become a form of stress. If you do not look beautiful then many conveniences and privileges are taken away from you. This situation has serious consequences. It is making women mentally ill. Explain further in this article. Beauty is the ultimate goal for women. Makeup and cosmetic surgery are affecting our world in these ways. The real problem is society. This is where all the standards of beauty are born. Every standard of beauty is different in every country. Here are some examples: You can't be fat, you can't be too thin, you can't have stretch marks, you can't be yellow or very black. Everyone is beautiful but we are blinded by the evil mindset of society towards the concept of beauty. There is a condition called "body dysmorphia" where some people think that they are unrealistically ugly. Hate myself

Therefore, those who begin to consider themselves ugly do not shy away from going to any lengths to achieve their beauty. The consequences of this are very painful. The relentless use of products, repeated surgeries, and attempts to make oneself appear

1 Shykh lāriq hamāyūn, Libās, Satar, Ḥijāb aur Zīnat wa zībā,sh, (Fahm-e-Qurān Publications, 1st Edition, Jan-2010ac),p:41
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beautiful through the use of harmful substances are evident in the case of severe mental and physical illness. (1)

Simon ... Says:
"Perceptions of beauty, especially of individuals, change over time and across cultures. Whether it's the slender body of ancient Egypt or the more curved figure of Victorian England, culture of all times has always been a standard of beauty. This fluctuation in the meaning of beauty seems to be proof that a society has transformed and adorned its women as a body or even more clearly as objects of adornment. Have seen in our society today, the whole purpose of being a woman is of a sexual nature, that is, she is present to fulfill the sexual needs and desires of others through a formulated external image.

**Physical adornment**
Numerous social, cultural and psychological factors contribute to this campaign. First of all, we want to avoid the evictions created by the patriarchal society due to its attitude towards women and disobedience to strict rules of appearance. Achieving a high position in the world, which includes getting a decent job and receiving a good salary. It is said to ignore professional abilities. On the other hand, some cultural factors are the attributes of media and fashion

Two patriarchal organizations that rely on creating and intensifying physical insecurity in women. For example, women's magazines of the 90's were designed to spread thin ideas. The porn industry also plays an important role in women's bodies. Determines their shape and size. When companies design two sizes of clothing while the average woman wears 14, she imposes a default measurement that the buyer should fit instead of adjusting to all their size standards, including psychological reasons. Are Adopting certain feminine beauty standards for the socialization of women, which in turn creates an image of femininity through which we feel ourselves and other women.2

**Build self-confidence**
Given these reasons behind compatibility, one might think that women are completely helpless, under the influence of circumstances and cannot compete with the governments of beauty. We are deprived of free will and unable to make better choices But there is an opposition ideology that sees women as independent, decision-makers and independent agents. Whether or not that choice has the potential to go a long way. The current social and cultural mediators reject the affected label because they believe it would fix women in a stereotyped position of weakness. Which is a friendly criticism. But the problem is that they hold women accountable for our seemingly free choices in embracing this last resort of beauty. Are mainly masculine.

It is clear from this discussion that the male dominated society forces women to look and feel beautiful and this pressure is so severe that it has become a mental illness for

1Hobby Inspiration, Women's Beauty A Choice or Responsibility, 2019, p. 34
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women. If a woman is beautiful then all her. This is the biggest feature that is acknowledged. It has been made extremely difficult for the lesser or ugly women to get social opportunities or to be popular.

Summary Discussion and results:

- Women, in her search for the most beautiful through clothes, shoes, hijab, jewels and make-up too, will often face self-questioning or receive reminder from others about discretion and outrageous beautification.
- By the way I described about women, but it could be judicious too precise that this about own ornament. There is nothing wrong in wanting to reach this perfection and this beauty. As far as women are concerned, there is a difference between beautification at home and outside.
- How can the distinction be made between allowed and forbidden, in private and public?
- The inbound Research dissertation “The limitations, manifestation and authority of Women Beautification in semitic religion(modern era)” consist of four chapters. In the first chapter “The analytical hypothesis of word beautification” the dictation and literal meaning, needs and importance use in history. In the second chapter, “The limitations, manifestation and authority of Women beautification in semitic religion, Judaism, Christianity and Islam. In the 3rd chapter “Modern era of women beautification in semitic religion”. In the fourth chapter “Effects of women beautication in ethical, pycological and economical level.
- This research identifies concept of women beautification in the frame world of Judaism, Christianity and Islam. The research beautification of women and its concept in the main sources of semitic religion. Quran and biblical verses and Prophet's Saying in addition to the opinions saying of different scholars.
- The research aims to study design and spatial relationship in health and beauty treatment by blending modern settings within Islamic perspective. Beauty salon or beauty parlor means a business dealing with cosmetic treatment for men and women, which is from the hair to toes. Other variations of this type of business are including hair salons and spas. A beauty salon has become an almost iconic image in Pakistan and other countries. A beauty salon and beauty products are also a center for community news and confessions.
- This research focuses on the actual teaching of beautification and issues due to effects of beautification in our society. I mentioned it as the result of argument and detailed also been described.
- The paper aims to study design and spatial relationships in health and beauty treatment by blending modern settings within the Islamic perspective. A beauty salon or beauty parlor means a business dealing with cosmetic treatment for men and women, which is from the hair to toes. Other variations of this type of business are including hair salons and spas. A beauty salon has become an almost iconic image in Pakistan and other countries. A beauty salon and beauty products are also a center for community news and confessions. This article focuses on Islam and issues due to Beautification effects in our society, religious.